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IPHONE

We’ve learned and struggled for a 
few years here figuring out how to 
make a decent phone … PC guys 
are not going to just figure this out. 
They’re not going to just walk in.

ED COLLIGAN
CEO of Palm

In 2006, After getting the news that Apple was developing a phone



AMAZON IN HEALTHCARE

The Pharmacy world is much 
more complex than just 
delivering certain pills.

STEFANO PESSINA
CEO of Walgreens Boots Alliance

In a recent earnings call when asked about 
Amazon’s acquisition of Pillpack



AMAZON IN SHIPPING

It would be a daunting task requiring 
tens of billions of dollars in capital 
and years to build sufficient scale 
and density to replicate existing 
networks like FedEx.

MIKE GLENN
Executive Vice President of FedEx 

On a March 2016 earnings call, when asked about Amazon 
competing with three major mail carriers in the U.S. 



CLOUD SOFTWARE

Microsoft will roll 
[Salesforce] over. 
They get Zambonied.

THOMAS SIEBEL
Siebel Systems

To Bloomberg in 2003



AIRBNB

We have not seen a direct 
effect [from Airbnb] in any 
of our hotels.

RICHARD JONES 
Senior VP and COO of Hospitality Ventures 
Management Group

In a 2014 interview with Hotel News Now



COMPUTERS

I think there is a world 
market for maybe five 
computers.

THOMAS WATSON
President of IBM

In 1943



APPLE COMPUTER

Apple is like a mutant virus, 
escaping from the traditional 
structure of the PC industry, but 
the industry will still eventually 
build up immunity.

STAN SHIH
Founder, President, and Chairman of Acer Inc.

Speaking about Apple in 2010



GOOGLE

Google’s not a real 
company. It’s a house 
of cards.

STEVE BALLMER
CEO of Microsoft

During a court case regarding an engineer 
leaving Microsoft to work at Google



LAB-GROWN MEAT

Our focus truly is letting 
the consumer know what 
a nutrient-dense food 
beef really is.

ANN MARIE BOSSHAMER
Executive Director of the Nebraska Beef Council 

On the topic of meat alternatives



THE TELEPHONE

What use could this 
company make of an 
electrical toy?

WILLIAM ORTON
President of Western Union

When offered the opportunity to purchase Alexander 
Graham Bell’s telephone patent in 1876



ROBO-ADVISORS

We see the advent of robo-advice as an 
example of automation improving the 
productivity of traditional investment 
advisers, and not a situation where there
is significant risk of job substitution.

CITIGROUP’S FINTECH ANALYSTS IN 2016

On the topic of robo-advisors like Wealthfront and Betterment



BITCOIN

It’s worse than tulip bulbs. It won’t 
end well. Someone is going to get 
killed. Currencies have legal 
support. It will blow up.

JAMIE DIMON
CEO of JPMorgan 

Speaking about bitcoin in late 2015



NETFLIX / VIDEO STREAMING

Neither RedBox nor Netflix 
are even on the radar screen 
in terms of competition.

JIM KEYES
CEO of Blockbuster

Speaking to Motley Fool in 2008



MOBILE GAMING

[These mobile games are] 
candidly disposable from a 
consumer standpoint.

REGGIE FILS-AIME
President of Nintendo

In a 2011 interview with GameTrailersTV, defending 
Nintendo’s more expensive 3DS games



KINDLE

It doesn’t matter how 
good or bad the product 
is, the fact is that people 
don’t read anymore.

STEVE JOBS
CEO of Apple

In 2008



TELEVISION

Television won’t be able to hold onto 
any market it captures after the first 
six months. People will soon get 
tired of staring at a plywood box 
every night.

DARYL ZANUCK
Co-Founder of 20th Century Fox

In 1964



CONNECTED CAR / TESLA

An iPhone belongs 
in your pocket, not 
on the road.

OLIVER BLUME
CEO of Porsche

In 2016



WEARABLES / SMARTWATCHES

The Apple watch is 
an interesting toy, 
but not a revolution.

NICK HAYEK JR.
Swatch Executive

In 2015
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